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Overview
COVID-19 has reshaped consumer behavior and the retail landscape in ways that were unthinkable less than a year ago. Shopping habits
across many categories show signs of not just shifting for now, but of fundamentally changing for the long-term. Beverage alcohol is a
notable example.
The shift in alcohol sales is particularly interesting, given the impact of COVID-19 restrictions on on-premise adult beverage
consumption locations, like bars and restaurants. Where and how consumers choose to enjoy alcohol are not (or perhaps, cannot be)
what they were prior to the start of the pandemic in March. The question remains how long-lasting and how big will the changes in
alcohol purchasing behavior and consumption turn out to be.
As North America’s leader in alcohol e-commerce and delivery, Drizly has a unique view of this developing picture, with millions of
directly addressable consumers of legal drinking age and more than 4,000 predominantly independent retailers in its nationwide
network.
The purpose of this report – BevAlc Insights by Drizly’s second annual monitor of alcohol retailers – is to gauge the attitudes and
outlook of alcohol retail store owners and managers operating in a transformed environment. Expectations for the key upcoming
holiday season, looming competitive threats and growth forecasts for major categories are among topics explored, along with the
outlook for the hard seltzer phenomenon.
Findings are based on a survey of independent alcohol retailers1 conducted by Drizly during October 2020.
1The

Drizly survey is based on a representa6ve sample of more than 500 adults who manage or own an independent liquor store and represent both non-Drizly partners and current Drizly Retail Partners. Respondents were recruited from
Drizly’s database and results were gathered in the form of an online survey. This survey was ﬁelded from October of 2020.
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Prologue: Alcohol e-Commerce and Delivery’s Rapid Ascent
As recently as late 2019, according to Drizly partner research, 45% of Americans of legal drinking age weren’t sure if they could legally buy
alcohol online. That number has almost certainly shrunk considering consumers’ rapid discovery and more regular usage of alcohol ecommerce platforms and delivery services since March 2020.
As an online alcohol commerce and delivery leader, Drizly’s performance since that time serves as a proxy for its awareness and adoption of
the segment among consumers:

•

350% growth in sales vs. 2019

•

100% growth in retailers in network, from 2,000 to 4,000 stores

•

30% increase in average order value vs. 2019

The increase in store count is the most notable development, because of the flywheel momentum that network effects put into motion.
More stores on the marketplace make more products shoppable online (the number of products offered on Drizly’s marketplace increased
nearly twofold during 2020), broadens competitive pricing visibility and expands the geography for delivery in less than 60 minutes. All told,
more stores create a better customer shopping experience, which drives user growth and purchase frequency.
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Prologue: Alcohol e-Commerce and Delivery’s Rapid Ascent (continued)
Retailers who may have been once reluctant to sell online or offer delivery - and may have done so out of necessity once in-store
shopping restrictions were imposed - discovered that online sales were additive to in-store sales once restrictions were loosened, while
also producing higher register rings in-store. Drizly customers report that they are 82% more likely to shop at a store in-person after a
positive ordering experience on Drizly. 2
The outlook for sustained growth of e-commerce within the $120 billion total annual alcohol category is strong, with Drizly projecting
the potential for online sales to comprise 20% of all adult beverage purchases within the next five years. Consumers are anticipating an
enduring shift to more alcohol purchases online and consumption at home. A recent survey of Drizly customers2 found 72 percent of
respondents expect the majority (>50%) of their alcohol purchases across the next year to be online. Drizly sales data offers directional
evidence of the shift towards at-home drinking, with sales of bartending essentials like liqueurs, cordials, and schnapps up 600% in
2020 compared to last year.

2

Report based on a survey conducted by Drizly during June 2020 among a representative sample of 15,000+ adults of legal drinking age who had used and not used Drizly before and includes some data points directly from Drizly’s database.

Respondents were recruited from Drizly’s database and results were gathered via online survey.
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Major Findings
Higher sales have sustained, and online ordering is outpacing in-store shopping. 70% of independent retailers surveyed experienced higher
in-store sales since COVID-19 became widespread, while 78% saw higher online sales. Delivery is the leading service offered by retailers
who transact online.

An upbeat outlook for the holidays. Momentum is expected to continue through the holiday shopping season. 63% of respondents expect
sales to at least match a typical Q4’s, and 44% predict that their sales will be significantly higher than comparable prior periods.

Grocery delivery threat gains momentum. Grocery delivery services were cited as independent alcohol retailers’ fastest-moving
competitive concern, jumping nearly 30 percentage points since last year, and in absolute terms, surpassing online wine retailers.

Emerging craft segment may fuel hard seltzer’s growth. As White Claw and Truly establish their category leadership, nearly a third of
retailers are looking to fast-proliferating craft entries to keep the hard seltzer category thriving.

A bright outlook for Mexican spirits. Expect to see Tequila and Mezcal take up more shelf space in liquor stores over the coming years.
Tequila ranked first among all categories in retailers’ growth potential rankings, while Mezcal bested the likes of Irish Whiskey and other
recent up-and-comers.

Wine has a sparkling future. Retailers are bubbling over with enthusiasm for the likes of Champagne and Prosecco to drive wine sales. 61%
of those surveyed see sparkling wine picking up share, exceeding their expectations for longtime growth champion rosé.
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Sales are up for the majority of retailers,
both in-store and online.
A large majority of independent retailers have seen sustained sales
growth since March from in-store customers. An even bigger
share has seen increased online sales.
Meanwhile, over half of retailers surveyed have seen their
share of sales from online purchases increase relative to
in-store sales.

v

How much have your sales grown since COVID hit (Post-March 1st 2020)?
70% of independent alcohol retailers have seen their in-store sales grow (i.e. from walk-in customers who purchased on site), with 16%
reporting flat sales and the remaining 14% citing lower sales. 78% of those same respondents saw their online sales increase (i.e. from
customers who ordered and transacted through a digital device), while 15% were flat and only 6% saw declines from online shoppers.
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What percentage of your sales are through online platforms?
While nearly half of retailers reported that online sales accounted for only 1-5% of their total sales prior to COVID-19, 56% responded that
online sales had grown to 11%-30% or more of their total sales post-COVID-19. Online sales’ share of overall off-premise alcohol sales is
poised to keep increasing. A separate survey of consumers conducted in June, even as significant reopening had occurred, found 72% of
current Drizly users and 50% of non-users anticipating doing at least half of their alcohol shopping online over the next year.
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What services do you offer through online platforms?
Beyond enabling their customers to shop their shelves and transact digitally, retailers cited delivery as the leading service they offer through
online platforms, followed by curbside and in-store pick up. Even after COVID-19 made curbside pickup an everyday option for many major
retail categories, delivery remains in the driver’s seat when it comes to online adult beverage shoppers’ behavior.
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Q4 Sales Expectations Are Promising
Restrictions imposed during COVID-19’s onset triggered a migration of
alcohol sales from on-premise locations to the off-premise channel that
has had lasting impact. Sales on Drizly, which are transacted and delivered
by local alcohol retailers, jumped as high as nearly 1000% early-on in the
pandemic before settling into sustained 350% year-to-date growth
compared to 2019.

v

Retailers anticipate continued strength during Q4’s critical holiday
period, which historically generates the industry’s biggest share of
sales. A substantial majority of liquor store owners and managers
surveyed expect sales to be at least on par with last year’s, with
nearly half anticipating gains over last year.

What are your expectations for total sales Q4 2020?
Despite an overall weakened economy as a result of the pandemic, over 62% of retailers surveyed expect holiday season sales to at least
match those of a typical year. Over 44% of respondents are strongly optimistic, predicting sales to significantly surpass a typical Q4.
However, for some retailers, the pervasive uncertainty of 2020 will remain the story of the holiday season: 22% of respondents report being
unsure of what to expect for Q4 sales.
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A New Competitive Threat: Grocery
Delivery Services
Traditional competitors such as adult beverage chains and other
independent retailers remain local alcohol shops’ biggest perceived
threats. However, concerns are turning to online grocery delivery
services at an increasing pace - to the tune of a 28 percentage-point
increase compared to last year, and a move into third place on the
overall threat list.

v

Who do you see as your biggest competition?
32% of respondents cited online grocery delivery services biggest competition: a 28-point increase over 2019, and significant enough to
rank below only alcohol chains and other independent retailers.
Direct-to-Consumer adult beverage retailers like Wine.com, which maintain their own inventories (and differ from online marketplaces like
Drizly that connect local retailers and shoppers), were cited by nearly one quarter of retailers surveyed as a growing threat.
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Hard Seltzer Will Continue to Pick Up Share of Shelf,
and Craft Seltzer is Ready for Its Close Up.
Meanwhile, a RTD Cocktail Fast-Riser is Poised To
Sustain Growth.
The growth engine that is hard seltzer is still primed to continue to rise.
Nearly two-thirds of alcohol retailers are planning to make even more
room for the segment in the future. And craft brands are expected to
occupy a fair share of that real estate, trailing entrenched second-tier
players like Bud Light and Corona by only a slight margin.
RTD cocktail High Noon, which is marketed as a direct competitor
to hard seltzer, is giving both White Claw and Truly, the leading hard
seltzer brands, a run for their money when it comes to shelf growth
potential.

`

Do you plan on investing more shelf space for hard seltzer moving forward?
Even after two years of exponential growth, independent retailers still see room for growth for hard seltzer. 64 percent of those surveyed
said they plan to make more room for hard seltzer, and only 15 percent said that they would not.
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Which hard seltzer brands do you plan to stock the most of in the coming year?
Retailer respondents see no signs of White Claw and Truly relinquishing their top spots. The middle of the pack is the place to watch for
movement, where Bud Light and Corona are now neck-in-neck in retailers’ inventory planning, with the craft segment nipping at their heels.
Craft is where innovation in ingredients, flavors, and packaging is proliferating, making it the segment to watch closely over the next year.
While not technically a hard seltzer, RTD cocktail brand High Noon’s exceptional performance and positioning as similar-to-seltzer canned
format earned it entry into this year’s competitive set. Retailers’ expectations for High Noon echo its name, with 51 percent saying they plan
to give it more room – more than three times as many as those who said the same about Bon & VIV, an early hard seltzer pioneer.
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High-Proof Outlook: Mexican Spirits are Soaring
Expect to see Mexican spirits take more share of liquor shelves. Survey
respondents vaulted Tequila ahead of longtime growth champ Bourbon –
all the way into first place - when asked which spirits category they
expect to stock more over the next three years.
At the same time, Mezcal placed fourth among up-and-coming spirits
ranked by retailers for growth potential, behind only big cousin Tequila,
hard seltzer and RTD cocktails.
Drizly sales data points in the same direction. Tequila has experienced
22% share growth on the platform over the past year, while Mezcal’s
share grew 57%.

`

What spirits products do you expect to stock more of in the next 1 - 3 years?
Tequila’s perception has shifted from a primarily occasion-based drink to a staple on at-home bar carts year-round. The agave-based climber
beat out Bourbon for first place among spirits poised to get stocked more over the next 1-3 years. That is a significant change, considering
that retailers asked a similar question last year placed Tequila a full 30 points behind Bourbon. Tequila finished almost 30 percentage points
ahead of classic liquor categories vodka and Scotch, and even further ahead of Irish Whiskey, which was previously a fast-growing category
on retailers‘ radar.
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Which trending categories do you plan to carry more of in the next year?
At the same time, Mezcal is stepping outside of Tequila’s long shadow. The smoky libation is likely to take yet more space on independent
retailers’ shelves, and as follows, customers’ bar carts. Only Tequila, hard seltzer and RTDs placed ahead of Mezcal among trending
categories retailers are most likely to bet on over the next year.
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Wine Has a Bubbly Future
Expect to see more Prosecco, Champagne, Cava, and their sparkling
grape-based cousins on wine racks and coolers in the near term.
Sparkling ranked second only to longstanding growth leader, red wine,
among categories most likely to get more space on store shelves over
the coming 1-3 years.
Sparkling even surpassed rosé, wine’s breakout segment for several
years, by five points. What difference did a year make? A similar
question posed in 2019 found rosé 10 points ahead of sparkling wine
for growth potential.

`

What wine products do you expect to stock more of in the next 1 - 3 years?
Independent retailers’ positive outlook on Champagne and other sparkling wines is all the more interesting considering the category’s
challenges during 2020. Sparkling’s share of all wine sales on Drizly fell sharply to 13% during March before steadily regaining share. October
saw the segment rise to 20% share of the wine category and push ahead of its early-year pre-COVID-19 performance. Respondents may be
seeing this momentum feeding a longer-term migration to sparkling wine, rather than just restoring former equilibrium.
Also notable: sparkling wine leapt over not just rosé, but also organic and natural wine in this year’s inventory planning rankings. Retailers
asked a similar question last year had put the organic/ natural nearly 20 points ahead of bubbly.
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About BevAlc Insights by Drizly
BevAlc Insights is a resource for data and insights about the beverage alcohol industry and the growing e-commerce sector.
Leveraging Drizly’s unique data and access to experts and partners throughout the industry, BevAlc Insights forecasts
category and market trends, share consumer insights, and showcase operational successes to support and empower a
network of retailers across the U.S. and Canada. Our goal is to help retailers optimize and grow their businesses.
Drizly is North America’s largest alcohol marketplace and the best way to shop beer, wine and liquor. With the speed and
convenience of on-demand delivery in under 60 minutes and shipping, customers can easily browse and order their favorites
through the Drizly website or mobile app. By partnering with the best retail stores in over 100 markets in North America,
Drizly provides consumers a rich e-commerce experience that offers unrivaled selection, competitive pricing, and
personalized content to users of legal drinking age. Drizly operates across the United States and Canada, from Austin to
Boston, Calgary to Tampa, New York City to Denver (and beyond). Backed by world-class institutional investors, the company
has raised over $119 million to date.

bevalcinsights.com | drizly.com | get the app

